CLIENTS’ GUIDE

Know why
Softwash is the best roof & exterior cleaning
alternative to harmful high-pressure washing
(Power washing)

Take care of your property.

“You get what you pay for”
Don’t take the risk.

Really. The popular and cheap
Power Washing System tends to
erode and damage the surfaces it
tries to clean. The high power and
speed of a pressurized water gun
(which reaches up to 3300 PSI)
simply produces dangerous and
unnecessary wear on surfaces
such as wood, brick and mortar,
shingles and concrete.

Proof: Cedar roof damaged by pressure washing in
Minneapolis. Case of study of Kuhl’s Contracting Inc.

# 1 Soaked walls
The pressure guns are like 'water drills' that punish surfaces with powers that
exceed 3300 psi, capable of drilling solid wood, asphalt and even concrete.
Any construction with any kind of wood siding (clapboards, shiplap, board
and batten, shingles, etc.) runs the risk of accumulating large amounts of
water under the cladding if washed at high pressure, thus deteriorating the
cavities of the walls, insulation, wiring, the floor, the plaster, etc.

"Still a brand new house, it has cavities
and cracks, and high-pressure water
will always find its way."
# 2 Missing brickwork
Brick houses are also not free from the damage caused by pressure
washing. Old brick and mortar are softer over time and can easily be destroyed with high pressure water. The cost of repairing the brickwork is at least
20 times more expensive than the price you will pay for pressure washing
that will end up damaging your property.

Proof: Wooden deck damaged by a high-pressure
gun. You don’t want this to happen to you.

# 3 Chipped wood
When it is pressure washed, 3000 psi of water - or more - collides directly
with bare wood. It digs holes in the surface and splinters the veins of the
wood damaging the coating completely. Unless you want to record your
name on the side of your house with water, this is another reason not to
wash under pressure.
# 4 Lead paint
Lead paint is commonly found in most old houses. Pressure washing
causes leaded paint chips, small or large, to be volatilized and spread
everywhere, especially in soils, where children can ingest it.

Proof: Damage by pressure washing on a brick wall
when trying to remove spray paint.

If you do not have children, think of your neighbors or clients. Lead paint is
everyone's responsibility.
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No pressure.

Know

how

Just Softwash.
Softwash. More than clean.

No need Power-whashing.
Only 100 psi is enough
-like a garden hose- to
clean without causing
any structural or surface
damage.

works

Softwash is a better alternative to standard harmful high-pressure washing
(Power Washing) because we use non-hazardous and 100% biodegradable
water based chemicals, to break down dirt and crud, eliminate bug nests
and spider webs. Softwash method kills mold, mildew, algae and also
microorganisms on several surfaces such as roofs, fences, exterior walls,
stairs and driveways, leaving them clean and sterilized, protecting the value
of your property and the health of your family.
Those are the chemicals families we use to protect your property and health
GreenWash additive for organic staining
Green Wash can be applied at various strengths – stronger for cleaning
heavily stained roofing surfaces, and lighter dilution ratios for lightly soiled
exterior surfaces such as vinyl siding, awnings, and stucco for use on
organic staining such as mold, mildew, bacteria and algae growth. Used in
conjunction with bleach and water to make a soft washing solution that can
be applied to most surfaces.
TerraWash additive for non-organic staining
With the same various application strenghts that Green Wash, Terra is
another specific soft washing additive for use on non-organic staining such
as dust, mineral soiling, grease, and other items such as insect nests and
spider webs, applicable without structural damages on most delicate surfaces.
WoodWash additive for organic staining wood
Specially formulated to foam and highlight the natural color of the wood
surface during cleaning, Wood Wash is an incredible mild wash additive to
use on wood surfaces such as decking, cladding, fencing and wood ceilings
or coatings, without causing the damages that are typical of other cleaning
methods such as that of pressure washing.
Final Wash additive
Final Wash is a heavy waxing finishing soap and bleach neutralizer that
buffers many surfaces against the corrosive effects of sodium hypochlorite,
calcium hypochlorite and sodium hydroxide cleaners previously applied on
roofs, vinyl siding, fences and more, given to treated cleaned surfaces a
perfect finishing, guaranteeing a long time cleaning result and protecting the
surfaces themselves.
GreenWash, TerraWash, WoodWash and Final Wash additives are Trade Marks of Good
Stewards, SoftWash Systems.

Our wok
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Of course. How your property looks at the end is very
important. But it's more important to see ... a close-up.
Not joking. We're serious guys with very serious tools.
And training.

No damage.
That's the way we work.
Proudly.
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Softwash.
More than clean.

WE ARE WHERE YOU NEED US IN MIAMI

Homestead
Cutler Bay
Kendall
Coral Gables
Doral
Hialeah
Miami
Pembroke Pines
Weston
Davie
Plantation
Coconut Grove
Aventura
Naples

(305) 771 - 7434

OUR QUALIFIED SERVICES

Roof Cleaning
House Washing
Fence Cleaning
Concrete Cleaning
Driveway Cleaning
Exterior Window Washing
Screen Enclosure Cleaning

FREE ON-SITE ESTIMATES
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

We accept:

Patio Cleaning
Deck Cleaning
Brick Cleaning
Gutter Cleaning
Awning Cleaning
Solar Panel Cleaning

(305) 771 - 7434

www.softwash-ecoservice.com
@sfecoservice

